
           erasirometer

Ambulatory intense discard as if with branches, drawn axes

To scale erosion with wall figures held to a fire

To become solemnly visible, gratification of the body

A curving, a fabric, tidal device a study of

Sub-atomic music the absolute brightness



             digitized domain

This skeleton of tiny needles
This object in an electrical field

Persons or the general plastic
The process of photographing digital objects

A film of extravascular
Originating in igneous an appendage

Shaped by worry stones
Rebellion marked with liner

Any of several shrub species point to their horns
Lend plasma to the earliest silicate

The conversion of gratuitous benefit
Another term includes relatives

See them water the girl watching sparks



 

     the specimen

Mesothorax –
Large energy heart field

At the attachment
Swollen segments

A yellow sun, a black sun
Between the wings yellow

The length of imago
Dorsal longitude 
Denticulated at basal half

A nymph’s inconvenience
A collection of pet insects

Specimen – 
Generally speaking, among the tentacles

Fossilized species 
The contents are granular

Changes of skin occur
The larvae, the pupae, lacunae
Thoracic atmosphere

The insect is exhausted
Weak and feeble light, wings glissant 



     winged, stalked.

Common, common, uncommon
Distinguished from other wrens
Distinguished from the loon

The daily biology of the yield
Grey matter on a micro slide
Rub hind legs against

Females of a few species produce soft noises
Both pairs of wings sometimes small or absent
Note the inconspicuous jerking of its long tail

The song higher
Feeding mainly on bright buffy underparts
Feeding mainly with bright scolding rattles

Wings stalked at base
Washed off abdomen
Spend an ocean attached

The carapace of haunt
A sound-producing apparatus
Restless, resemble, raptorial hind feet
Archery of a heart plucked back – its steel reverb, Listen.



       Faerie Drill

Each day must whimsy
A kindness, a cement truck
Calculus of the usual commute torture

Go under the microscope
Veins in the green over grey, grey over green, oops – the grey grey
The fairy fly terminate in hairlike fringe

Full body vibration as earth charged flesh with a zing zazz
Tectonic nerve tissue
Excavation of bones for romance

We held hands beneath the dirt
We wanted to be trees



 Aphrodite

The mother of love says go on give it open up 
The crown heart thrush rises – to overlook precipice
Take aim, glowing out light embers 
Cicatrix phosphenes in the fire radial

Belly was the boulder belly the chasm
Upright stone slab – a storm of grey wanting
She lifts, fragments:

Membrane wing, 

two breath,   flesh devour

Spiny,    comb bearer,     little 
ring

Ungulates

Love says: look and I am you.



Gloria

To you in the highest
Comestible sunset 
A celestial body outlaw
Close enough to dump material 
on that other star

Mad math of the prism
Mother of light
Helios – mouth of the annelid
Of invertebrate starts
Maw of the under beyond
Pineal subways, circulatory systems, sudden moon phases 
Pumping vessels flowering ganglia

Gloria, fair
Gloria, olive
Gloria, midnight
Ejecting plasma



 bioluminadolescence

When light sticks inside bodies
The viscous imaginary 
A protective sheath, a plastic coating, a waterfall

Orbital schema – an awkward grinding
Grey over buoyant grey, a rainbow scrape

When light sticks inside bodies
Bug jelly maths
Porifera make new hydras
Give Zeus the finger

A parthenogenetic hum 
Stuns the ocean floor

Leaves shoot duodenal refuse
A vein of cellular debris 
But, to chop it -
A clutch of pearls through the stained glass
A pawing at the branches

When light is a family of bones
When light deviates 


